Specialized Bicycles Fulfills Commitment to Solve Electric Vehicle Battery Recycling
Continued development between industry leading partner Redwood Materials and a new logistics partnership with Atlanta-based
non-profit, Call2Recycle, positions Specialized as the largest global eBike manufacturer with a complete path to recycle all its eBike
batteries in the USA.
MORGAN HILL, Calif., August 19, 2021 - Specialized Bicycles today announced the completion of an earlier commitment to have a
path to recycle all its e-bike batteries sold in the USA by the end of 2021. The achievement was made possible through a new
strategic partnership with the Atlanta-based non-profit Call2Recycle, a pioneer in the field of battery collection and recycling
logistics, to solve the critical step of getting batteries from customers and bike shops to Specialized’s industry-leading recycling
partner Redwood Materials, created by Tesla co-founder JB Straubel.
The United States has the fastest growing electric bicycle market without an established lithium-ion (Li-Ion) battery collection and
recycling program. According to Deloitte, 130 million eBikes are expected to be sold globally between 2020 and 2023, making them
the most popular battery-powered vehicle on the planet. In March 2021 Specialized announced a partnership with Redwood
Materials, sharing the vision of maximizing the yield of reclaimed materials and ultimately establishing a circular battery economy.
The new logistics partnership with Call2Recycle represents a significant step forward in making sure that all Specialized eBike
batteries make it safely to recycling facilities like the kind operated by Redwood Materials.
This Fall, Specialized and Call2Recycle will begin training Specialized Turbo eBike retailers to become Li-Ion battery collection sites,
equipped to collect Specialized bicycle batteries for recycling. As retailers complete battery recycling training, riders will be able to
search for qualifying locations on Call2Recycle’s website. Specialized is committed to developing additional resources for riders and
retailers to make sure that all batteries can be safely and effectively recycled.
“Electric bikes are a powerful tool in the fight against climate change, and the challenge of battery recycling is larger than what
Specialized can solve alone. That is why we are proud to be one of nearly 20 bike brands who are working with PeopleForBikes to
develop an eBike battery recycling program which serves the entire industry. We are proud to lead this effort, and to use our
experience for the benefit of the bike industry and the planet.” -Mike Sinyard, Specialized Founder and CEO.
“E-mobility, notably eBikes, is perhaps the most visible example of the growing electrification of our economy. We are excited by
Specialized’s commitment to safely and responsibly recycle the batteries that make these climate-friendly products possible and look
forward to partnering with them to create a healthier planet." – Leo Raudys, President and CEO, Call2Recycle.
Specialized is committed to making products that last, reducing the environmental impacts of its operations, and supporting the
reuse or recycling of its products and has made eBike battery recycling central to its sustainability commitments.
Learn More

About Specialized
Specialized Bicycle Components was founded in 1974 by riders for riders. Based in Northern California, we focus on the rider’s need for functional
and technically advanced products that provide a performance benefit.

About Call2Recycle
Call2Recycle, Inc. is committed to protecting and preserving the environment through responsible end-of-life management of batteries, cellphones,
and related products. Founded in 1994, the not-for-profit organization is a leader in turnkey battery management through its education and
awareness efforts, expertise in collection and logistics, and responsible recycling.
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